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INTRODUCTION 
Since Union College has had the good fortune of obtaining a 
Nuclear Magnetic Resona.nee Spectrometer during the past year, it 
should only be natural that it be put to work as much as possible by 
the department. Its use would entail the requirement of several 
people becoming familiar as possible with the operation of this 
instrument. 
During the months of May - September, 1965, there was inter- 
mittent use of the spectrometer for reasons of minor operational 
problems. Several tubes became defective and it was difficult to 
tune the instrument to the fine degree required. In September after 
the circuitry had finally been straightened out completely, it was 
noted by a representative of Varian Associates that the magnet poles 
were of unequal temperature which resulted in a non-homogeneous 
magnetic field. To correct this problem the complete cooling system 
was £4,ut;1hed with fb1; J.5% soJ.ution o:f' "0Mii:ie"1 an !:l.<:!i!'i compo1J'P.d ma.de 
for this use. After the instrument was put together and turned on, 
it was found that it was ready for use. 
The original project was concerned with the determination of 
the product of the reaction of an alcohol and vanadium 8-hydroxyquinolate. 
Because of the low solubility of the vanadium compound, this project had 
to be abandoned. It was then decided to make a detailed NMR spectra 
study on a single compound. The compound decided upon was benzimidazole 
because this presents several different types of protons including a 
group of aromatic protons that exhibit second and third order splitting. 
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A simple compound was chosen in order to minimize the background work 
and complete the project within the available time. 
Benzimidazole is an acidic, heterocyclic compound stabilized by 
resonance. The five membered ring is stabilized by a tautometric 
shift of the nitrogen hydrogen (1) between the nitrogen atoms and a· 
corresponding shift of the carbon-nitrogen double bond which results 
in two identical structures. The five membered ring is slightly 
more stable than the aromatic ring and the compound is soluble in 
slightly polar solvents. The nitrogen hydrogen is easily lost giving 
benzimidazole acidic properties. 
The NMR spectrum of benzimidazole is classified A2B2cx according 
to conventions established by Pople, Schneider, and Bernstein (2). 
Most of this project was directed to the A2B2 portion of the compound. 
Benzimidazole 
Figure I 
The labeling of the compound, especially in the six membered ring 
is arbitrary. For the purpose of this discussion the convention, as 
shown in Figure I, has been established. The same convention has been 
used in the study of A2B2 aromatic systems (3, 4, 5, 6, 7). 
In an A2B2 portion there are four different spin coupling constants 
as shown in Figure I. 
McConnell, McLean, and Reilly (10) defined several additional 
quantities to aid in their calculations of the A2B2 system. 
-3- 
L = J - J' 
M = J a N = J + J' 
There are many A2B2 systems, the particular one which has been 
studied here is the one in which one pair of protons is coupled more 
strongly than the other. In this situation all of the spin coupling 
constants are of different values with J being the smallest. In a 
some analyses it is set equal to zero (4). A method of calculating 
the constants developed by Dischler and Englert in which J can be a 
determined (5) and was found to be on the order of 1 cps. Analyses 
of benzimidazole using both methods has been performed and results 
are listed in this paper. 
In compounds similar to benzimidazole, for example naphthalene, 
it has been determined that there are two groups of twelve line or pos- 
sible transitions. The two groups are mirror images. From any of 
the accompanying spectra, it can be seen that in the case of 
benzimidazole, the difference in shifts (vA - vB) of the A and B 
hydrogens is large enough so that the two inside pairs do not overlap 
(see Figure II) • It is possible in other compounds that as the A and 
B hydrogens become more equivalent several things will occur. Lines 
8 and 11 of each group will overlap with each other; lines 7, 12 will 
separate further; the inside lines will increase in intensity and the 
outer lines decrease to the extent that lines 5 and 10 will become 
unobservable. The latter lines are observable in the benzimidazole, 
but with difficulty. This causes some error in the calculation of 
the coupling constants using the system of Dischler and Englert (5) 
since these lines must be measured. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Apparatus 
The apparatus used was a Varian Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 
Spectrometer, Model A60. This instrument was equipped with a 
variable temperature probe capable of varying the temperature from 
6 0 0 - O C to 200 C. Unless otherwise stated the temperature at which 
the samples were scanned was ambient magnet temperature or approximately 
4o0c. The sample was disolved in the solvents at concentrations shown 
below. 
Methyl Alcohol 30% solution by weight {saturated) 
DMSO 30% solution 
H2so4 30'/o solution 
TRF 25% solution 
The first spectrum obtained of benzimidazole was that with methyl 
alcohol as the solvent. When this spectrum was studied a disturbing 
fact ca.me to light. The peak for the nitrogen hydrogen was not 
observable. It was thought that this should appear at approximately 
11 ppm. All other hydrogens were accounted for by means of the 
integral curve. It was felt that the missing peak was a result of 
the fact that the hydrogen was rapidly exchanging and in effect would 
·not be seen by the instrument. Since the exchange could be slowed 
by lowering the temperature, the sample was scanned at -4o0c (Figures 
IX, X). The shape of the aromatic hydrogen peaks was changed showing 
' 
that this exchange had been slowed, making the two A hydrogens non- 
equivalent. After considerable library research in which nothing was 
found regarding the nitrogen hydrogen peak in the benzimidazole 
-6- 
spectrum, it was found (11, 12, 13) that there was a hydrogen bond 
· association between the nitrogen hydrogen and the alcohol. There- 
fore it appeared with the alcoholic hydrogen which had been disregarded 
as it was considered to be a solvent peak. Upon learning this, it was 
decided to look for a better solvent in which no association would occur. 
The first solvent tried that was successful was dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). 
When the benzimidazole was scanned in this solvent all hydrogens appeared. 
The nitrogen hydrogen peak appeared in the area expected, 11 ppm. Another 
solvent tetrahydrofuran (THF), was also used and as with DMSO, all 
hydrogens were accounted for. From these facts, it was found that 
as long as the shift or association is intra.molecular, the peak will 
appear in the spectrum, but if the association is intermolecular with 
the solvent, this peak would be indistinguishable among the solvent peaks. 
Once the spectra had been obtained with the various solvents and 
all hydrogens had been accounted for, detailed analyses of the aromatic 
hydrogen spectra were performed by scanning the samples at 100 cps to 
enlarge the spectra of these hydrogens as shown in Figures (IV, VI, VIII). 
DISCUSSION 
Two different analyses were performed, the first was that 
developed by McConnell, McLean and Reilly (10) which assumes Ja' the 
para hydrogen spin coupling constant, to be equal to zero. The other 
method which has been developed more recently by Dischler and Englert (5) 
does not make this assumption. The results of the calculations as well 
If 
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as those of Black and Hefferman (6) on the same system in acetone 
are shown·in Table I. The experimental value using the McConnell, 
McLean and Reilly system (10) compare within experimental error with 
Black and Hefferman (6) and very closely with each other. The results 
using the Dischler and Englert system (5) do not compare well with the 
other values, but are close to each other showing consistency. 
The analyses do show that the chemical shift of the two types 
of hydrogen is a function of the solvent, but the spin coupling 
constants do not change from solvent to solvent. It was hoped that 
the computer program described in detail in Appendix I would be ready 
for use and an analysis could be made by the computer to find which 
values would give a theoretical spectrum closest to the actual. This 
would aid greatly in the analyses of the spectra but there was not 
enough time to put the program in working order. 
SUMMARY 
It can be seen that detailed analysis can be made with the equip- 
ment presently available. Of the two systems that can be used the 
McConnell, McLean and Reilly system seems to be reliable even with the 
assumption that Ja is equal to zero. The system developed by Dischler 
and Englert should prove to be more realiable as it takes into account J. a 
To have conclusive proof for either system it would be necessary to have 
the computer program working. 
The study illustrates very well the fact that although the chemical 
shift is dependent on solvent, spin and magnetic field of the instrument, 
the spin coupling constants are independent of these. In Appendix II 
sample calculations for determination of the coupling constants using 
both systems are shown. 
J 
Pople and S 8.7 1.0 
D and E 5.6 4.2 
J 
P and S 8.8 1.2 
5.6 4.0 D and E . 
J 
Pople and S 9.1 0.6 
.DandE 
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TABLE I 
METHYL ALCOHOL 
0 6.6 
7.4 
v 0 
0 
v 0 
0 
19.6 cps 
20.2 cps 
v 0 
0 
ACETONE (Black and Hefferman (6)) 
/ ' 
J 
D and E 8.2 1.4 
DMSO 
0 6.6 
7.9 
THF 
0 
v 0 
0 
26.4 
470.6 
470.6 
479-3 
445.0 
445.0 
459.7 
479.6 cps 459.4 cps 
457 
462 
433 
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APPENDIX I 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 
Freqint r:/1 is a computer program obtained from Dr. James van der 
Veen, Stevens Institute of Technology. The program is written in 
FORTRAN II for a computer capable of storing forty thousand digits. 
Freqint rv' will calculate the spectrum involving up to four different 
nuclei. It takes the coupling constant values lines observed on the 
spectrum and calculates the theoretic.al spectrum line frequencies and 
intensities. There are refinements included in the program which give 
the operator several options. He can state the minimum intensity of 
line that will be calculated and also set a minimum by which any two 
lines will differ before being considered degenerate. 
Unfortunately this program could not be used as is on the available 
IBM 1620 computer which contains twenty thousand cores for storage with 
disc monitor. The program had to be shortened by making various parts 
of the main program into subroutines. Subroutine Input is the entire 
"read in" section of the main. program. This was lifted intact from the 
main program and the necessary commands required for subroutines added. 
The next logical sections to remove from the main program are 
"DO LOOPS". Two of these were removed intact as described for Subroutine 
Input. The Subroutine D033 is from card number 00039 to statement number 
33 (card 00051). Subroutine D057 is the DO LOOP from card 00070 to 
statement number 57 (card 100109). Care had to be taken when removing 
portions to make subroutines so that necessary values required by the 
' new subroutine were available in the common area and that values 
calculated by the subroutine for the main program were available in the 
same manner .. These values include subscripts of variables. Subroutine 
-18- 
Output is similar to Input being the 11read out" section of the main 
program. This was removed in the same manner as Subroutine Input. 
At this point it should be mentioned that one option given the 
operator was removed entirely. If console switch 2 was turned on, 
the computer would first punch out a set of unordered lines and their 
intensities, then order them, and punch out another ordered set. This 
- option took up valuable space in the computer and it was decided that 
this option was unnecessary in view of space problems, therefore 
eliminated. The computer will only punch out the ordered lines and 
their intensities. The three subroutines that were originally part of 
the program were left untouched except for making the necessary ~odifi- 
cations required by the particular FORTRAN IID Compiler being used. 
This compiler required COMMON statements to be unsubscripted and the 
addition of DIMENSION statements. 
When this had been done it was found that the program was still 
too large. -Even though eight to nine thousand digits had been removed 
from the main program it was still too large. More had to be removed 
and made into subroutines. At this point the main program was pretty 
well mutilated and possibilities for taking more out very small. The 
remaining possibilities were literally the Subroutine names, Chunk and 
Chunk2. These are statements that could be removed, as they did not 
direct the computer to branch or call another subroutine, since a sub- 
routine cannot call another subroutine. With the removal of these last 
two subroutines, .it was found that the program was now small enough to 
fit into the space available in the computer • • 
. The new program has been loaded into the computer but the logic of 
this program does not check as the data is not loading correctly. 
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The format for input data for the modified program is the same 
as that used in Freqint N'. It should be remembered that in the 
modified program the option using sense switch 2 has been eliminated, 
so the switch should remain off. 
Input for Freqint N1 (1620) 
Card 1 Col. l - 40 Name of Problem 
Card 2 (Format I 10, 5 F 10.3, F 10.6) 
Col. 10 NUCLEI (Number of nuclei) 
Col. 11 - 20 FRl (Lower frequency range 
in cps) 
Col. 21 - 30 FR2 (Upper frequency 
range in cps) 
Col. 31 - 40 MIN INT (Minimum intensity) 
Col. 41 - 50 RESOLUTION 
(If.2 lines differ by this much 
they will be added together) 
Col. 51 - 60 ACCEPI' 
(A check on matrix diagonalization. 
If MATRIX SQ - EIGEN SQ. exceed 
ACCEPI', an error message is 
printed. Generally is 0.00001) 
Card 3 (Format 4 Il) 
Col. l 
Col. 2 ISO 
Col. 3 VALUES 
Col. 4 
Card 4 (Format 4 F 10.4) 
If only protons are considered 
then set each ISO value to 1. 
If other nuclei (F) are involved, 
use a 2 for each such nuclei. 
For 3 spin problems only use the 
first 3 columns. 
Col. 1 - 10 W(l) 
Col. 11 - 20 W(2) Chemical shifts in cps. 
Col. 21 .- 30 w(3) 
w(4) is left blank in 3 spin 
problems. 
Col. 31 - 40 W(4) 
-20- 
Card 5 (Format 4 F 10.4) 
Col. 1 - 10 A(l,2) 
Col. 11 - 20 A(l,3) 
Coupling constants. Omit 
A(l,4) in 3 spin problems. 
Col. 21 - 30 A(l,4) 
Card 6 (Format 4 F 10.4) 
Col. 1 - 10 A(2,3) 
Col. 11 - 20 A(2,4) 
Omit A(2,4) in 3 spin problems. 
Card 7 (Format 4 F 10.4) 
Col. 1 - 10 A(3,4) 
Omit card in 3 spin problems. 
If sense switch 2 is on, ell input parameters, unordered lines, and 
finally ordered lines will be printed. If the switch is'off, only the 
last page consisting of input chemical shifts, coupling constants and 
final ordered lines (plus intensities) will be printed. These latter 
) 
cards (sense ·switch 2 off) are input for the auto plotter program which 
results in the plots given be~e. 
/ . 
-21- 
__$~-~JOB'=-.-=-_,...,.------------.------------ 
~ FREQINT IV C 
___ CQ_t1MON NU_CLE I I LCOUNT JL1__J_2 I NEG_l1_Q)_,_c;_(_6_,_6_)_J)_lQ_,_6).-t_EVA~l6L_JV~C_C_6_,_QJ_ 
/ 1, KOR DER, NORDER, LI NE, NEGA, FR 1, FR2, FREQ( 56), AMP ( 56J, FMUL T (6, 6) 
___ C,Q}1MON __ W( 4J ,_A(~_, 4J __ , 
DIMENSION SA (16),SW(16},IS0(4) 
__ ____:_MQQF_CNJ_,_~ 2) =N 1-( N 1 /[f) *._N_2 --=C 
3 READ 2000 
___ .R EAD l ,_t:l!,J_C_l_._~J_,fR_l,__E_R_Z_,_s_lEP ,____,_, _ P'-=L=-=E'-'--T. ,__ACCEP--'T _ 
READ 1000,(ISO(K),K=l,NUCLEI) C 
__ _,READ 2, (W(KLK=:l,_NU_CLEIJ ·----------------,------( 
NUCMl=NUCLEl-1 ;' C 
--~QP_4 l=L__NUCMI C 
IPP1 = 1+1 C 
__ _::!_4_.!_· READ_2, __ (A( L,_J_)_,_J_::::_lf_f>J_,_NUCLEI) C 
IF (SENSE SWITCH 2)140, 149 
-~140 EVNCH_.:_2000 . _ 
PUNCH 92 
__ __,P~UN_CH 6_9_0Q,_NUCLE I I FR 1 ,_FR2 ,_$J E~PLET I ACCE:--:--P-:-T-:--r---------- 
PUNCH 1001, (I SO~K), K=1,NUCLEI) C 
___ PUNCH __ 82~------ _cC 
DO 32 K5=1,NUCLEI C 
_ ___,32 PUNCH_ __ , 3_Q,_1_<5_,Ji{__K"""SJ_) _.::::--._.,.__ ~C 
I PUNCH 82 ( 
__ __,' Q0_3_Y-_K5= 1. NUCM_I C 
KSP 1= KS+ 1 C 
____ DO 34_X6=K5P-1JiU~lEI C 
34 PUNCH 16, KS, K6,A(K5, K6) C 
___ PUNCH __ 83 C 
149 LCOUNT=O 
~-_LINE=."'-----------------------~ 
S-A( 0= o. 0 
, __ SA(2)=_0._Q:___ _ 
. NEG( lJ= 1 
~--NEG(2)=. Q _ 
swc O= -we o ._ __ .SW{_2)= W_(JJ __ 
. DO 33 N=2,NUCLEI ---N3= 2**_(N-1):___ _ 
DO 33 J= 1, N3 
-_:__ I= N3-J+ 1 
IT2= 2*A 
I:? -- IJ2M1=_LL2~J, __ ~------------------- 
11 .SW(IT2)= SW(l)+W(N) · 
10 SW( I T2M1 )= SW(I )~W(N_L 
9 · NEG(IT2)= NEG(I) 
, a NEG( I T2M1 )= NEG(JJ~JL-------------------- 
7 COUP= O. 0 
G~Ml=:_ __ N-L 
' s DO 3 1 M= 1 , NM 1 I ' 
- 
4 
-- Y=2*MODF({ ( l-1)/2**_(N~M~JJJ_J_)-1,__ _ 
~ 31 COUP=COUP+Y*A(M,N) 
..) -- SA(AT2)= SA( I) + COUP 
._ 33 S~( /~2~~ )= ~~~ ~) - COUP 
EVAL(JJ_;;i_Q_._~_sw_(Ji!JJ±0 .•25~-5Al.N!l] 
EV E C ( 1 , 1 ) = 1 • 0 ___ __JKORD_ER.==_.__ _c__ 
NNEG= 1 
____ NJ~_._----------------------~ 
N7= Nl-1 
---~DQ_~9_K=1,NU_C=M~l'------------------------ 
FLAG= 0.0 
___ ____'..KOUNT= 0 (1~--,- ----"---- ----------------------' 
.n- 2 
DO 57 1=2,N7 
---~I ~Cli~_tj-NNEG) 57.38.57 
38, IP 1= I+ 1 
·-~~~-c~~G ti ~~-~t~+m-54~,-c-3-9-, s- ....... 4 --------------- 
-~__Ll_Nv ;R= 0 DO 50::::--7.N-=~1,~N~U~C~L~EI=-- --~--------------~ 
___ Kl::::_l::_{_2*1'10_Df_{_UJ_~/2**{NUCLEl-N) {. 2)~*{2*MODF{ {_(J-1 )/2**·--- 
1 (NUCLEl-N) (, 2)-1) 
---~' F ( KjJ __ 5_o, 5_Q,_4;_1 _ 
41 INVER= INVER+K1 
IF (l__NVER-2) 50 44 43 -~4-3_:1'.._'.._F (TNV ER-Zi)-50~6,5="=0=------------------- 
__ ....::.!424__.!MA= N -=---- ----------------------- 
GO TO 50 
__ 4~6~MB= N~,--------------------------- 
, 50 CONT I NUE 
. ' I~ NVER-4L~1.5! ,2_2 
51 I F ( I so CMAFISO- MB -) 5 2, 1051 , 5 2 
1051 ClLl.-11)=0.S*A MA MB}'-------------------- 
GO TO 53 
_ __,Ls i_J: lLl,_JJJ = o,,,_,.,_,,0'.--_-----------=---------- 
53 KOUNT = KOU NT+ 1
J1= J1+1 
J2= J 
-~5~4~CONTINUE~---~----~-------------- 
C( 1-l~l 1)= O.S*SW( I )+0.25*SA( I) 
-2..022 I J KL=O 
- ,-F-(F-LAG) 56,55,56 
-~55_NQBD_~R= KQ __ U,,,_,N~T~+_,_1 _ 
FLAG= 1.0 ___ 56_11~_Li+1,__ _ 
.Jl= 11+1 
-------5 LCO Nl I _NU E;, ~--.- --,--.,---.---::--a- ----------''------- 
C (I 1, 11)= 0.5*SW(J2)+0.25*SA(J2) 
--2_0_Z3_LJ.K~==J·------------------------- 
94 DO 141 1=1,NORDER 
----- _DO 141 _J=_L, NOR_DER'----~---------------- 
141 C(J,l)=C(l,J) -~_ORDER=NOR__D_ER. _ 
TRACE=O.O 
_DO_J_OQ2 __ KJ= 1 J_NORD_E~R'-r------------------- 
1002 TRACE=TRACE+C(KJ,KJ 
It TRACE= TRACE/ORDER _ 
10 DO 1003 KJ= 1, NORDER 
. :-1003_C(KJ, KJ)=C(KJ, KJ)~J_R_ACE.,.__ _ 
TEST =0. 0 ' DO 200 KJ= 1, NORD ERL-, _ 
\ s. DO-- 200 Kl-~T, NORDER 
...._1 s -200_TEST=T ESl+C( KJ, Kl )*C_(KJ_.fil]. _ 
4 CALL MATRIX a 3 SUM= o. o . 
--~~DO ~_04 K6=1,NOR_DER 
204 SUM= SUM+ C(K6~*C(K~ 
___ l_E_{_s_ENS_L~~_LTJ:lL?).-1_4_2L._1.:__4'-"'-3 __,__ _ 
142 PUNCH 210,TEST,SUM 
__ 11±3 Y:::_A_B_S£{CrE~_T_:-_SUJ1)/_5_LJM).~~--------------- 
IF(ACCEPT-Y)205, ldOij, 1004 
---'2 QSJR_I »r 2_1_1_,_'(_,_ AC C ~-~_T 
1004 DO 1005 KJ=l,NORDER 
_1 oos_c CKJ ,_t_<.JJ~ct~J, KJ >-+IR~c"--=E'------------------- 
5010 NEGA=K 
____ ·CA~_L_GNMR2 lSJ_f;eJ;-;;-;;:- -------------,,-,-------- 
00 1006 KJ=l,NORDER 
____ ,EV_AL(~JJ_=C_LKJ_,_KJ) -;;:--- -------------~--- 
1 DO 1006 Kl=l,NORDER 
_ __.1~006 EV EC {_KJ_,J~ I )__::_I) {_KJ__,,-----'--K"--'--1_.___ _ 
KORDER=NORDER 
___ 5t__,..9L__,NN EG=NN EG+ 1 
C( 1 ,-1 )~O-.S*SW11) +O. 25*SA( 1) 
D( l,_1 )_==J;__.____,.___O _ 
NORDER= 1 
____ NEGA=NUCLEI I 
CALL CNMR2~(S~T~E~P~)-.------------------- 
___ __JI F _{_S_ENS E SW I T C_H;;----'-2'--'-----)-'--14--"-"6'----"-.--"--1-'--47._ _ 
146 PUNCH 93,LCOUNT 
____ PUNCH_ 83 
147 CONT I NUE:-------------------------- 
___ __!_PUN CH__4_0_Q_O 
IF ( 3-NU CL E:----:-1"") 3:::-:0=----=o-:-;-1-, 3::: :0=----=0~2-, 3:::-:o=----=o-:-;-1----;.. _ 
~-3~0_0LP_U_N Ct:L3 003 3 003 FORMAT ( 5 O~H-~W---;-;;(;-:;-1~) ---.A-,--;( 1 -,-=-2~) · ---.A-,-( :::;-1 ,_.,.3-...-) -----=A--.--( .,._1 ,--.-4----r-) --, 
PUNCH _3004_,_\i(J_)_,_A(J_,_2J_~( 1, 3) I A("-'1'-L.-'--4).____ _ 
3004 FORMAT (F10.2,3F12.2) 
PUNCH 3005 _ 
3005 FORMAT(35H W(2) A(2,3) A(2,"-4J ) 
___ _!_PUNCtl_3Q_D~_._W{2),A{2.3),AC1.__._!U~--------_,..----- 
PUNCH 3006 
- __ PUN CH __ 3 004 LW.{JJ_,_A_{ 3 ,__,_4.L-._ -;:--.---=---o-.---- --.---------- 
3006 FORMAT {22H W(3J A(3,4) ) 
__ PUNCH_3007.__w(_lf) __ --,-=--.--=-~------------'------- 
3007 FORMAT (9H W(4)/F10.2) 
___ (jO_J9__3__0J__o_~---------------------- 
3002 PUNCH 3011 
1 -30LLFORMAT{34H W( 1) A(J_~2_) _ --'----'--Al1JJ_) 
PUNCH 3004, W( 1), A{ 1, 2), A( 1, 3) ·------- 
PUNCH 3012 
PUNCH-3004~-W(2),A(2 3) 
-3012 fO~_M~l_( 2_2H Wl_2} A( 2, 3) ) PUN CH 3013 , W ( 3) '-'------'--'---'--=----"'---L- ---L----------- 
-3013_FORMA l (9H W{3)JEJ_0__.._2) ~----- 
3010 PUNCH 82 
__,____ CALL CNMR3_{e__LET ,, __ ___,ST_Ee__) _ 
. PUNCH 83 
---- PRINT 121 ::? 12fFORMAT--( 9;;;--;-H:--=C~OM;-;:P:-;-l--;:;E-;:-T-;;;-;ED~)---------,------------ 
' 1~ ---,--~gR~~T~ 110,SFfif:}-:-Fl0.--;6~)-- ---------------- 
.9~- 2 FORMAT(4F10.4)_~-----------------~--- 
-e 2000 FORMAT(40H ) 
: ---92_FORMAT LJ_j___]_Qtt'-___,_,NUCL=---'E=-"1 __ --=----· F~R 1 FR2 
1-- Ml_N INTEN RESOL ACCEPT . )-----=-=.=.=- 
v~, -~ 6000 FORMAT (I 10,3FJ0_.3, F_lZ_,_3_LE__1_2_._6) -------------- 
4 93 FORMAT{lOH WILL KEEP, 13) 
""'/- 16 FORMAT(3H A(l1,1Ht.,11,2H)=tF8.2) ~_ 
S ~O FORMAT(SH W(I 1,LH)=.F8.21 
-23- 
. - -24- 
-.2Jf_f:'ORMAtf 1 OH_MAJR UL_SQEl 3. 7_,JJ H EJ GEN_SQEll_.__r} c 
21 FORMAT C27H RELATIVE "ERROR OF EI GENSQt El 1. 4/ 0 
---- 127HEXCEEDS ACCEPTABLE ERROR OF, E11.4J _ O 1000 FORMAT-( 4Tr) ---- - - 0 
_-'-1-=-001 FORMAT(/12H ISO VALUES=,412) O 
ff2-F"ORMAT-rno - 0 
---=83 FORMAT ( 9HABCDEFGH I) _ 
END. 0 
__ --..:SUBROUTINE MATRIX 0 
COM MO N NU-CL E I , L COUNT , R 1 , R 2 , N E G ( 16) , X ( 6, 6) , E ( 6 , 6) t EV AL ( 6) , ,EV EC ( 6 , 6) 
__ ___:_J1 -~O~QER,_N(04R)_DE~( ,_L,~N)b NEGA, FR 1, FR2, FREQ{56), AMP(-561. FMULT{_Q_._fil _ 
COMMON W ,A "+,'"t 
~-/- ~Ul~~LEN~E (NORD_E_R~,N~>----~------·-------- 
NSQP=3*N*N/2 0 
ITER=O Q 
-C----.;ENT-ERE~TR IX 0 
___ DO __ 1 O_l~J _ _, N 0 
D010J=1,N 0 
__ l_.__,,,Or.___E( 1_,_Jl=O.O I 0 
DO 12K= 1, N 0 
__ 1~2___:E_{J5, K) = 1 • 0 
FIND LARGEST OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT 0 
__ , _,____7 --'IT ER= IT ER+ 1 1 0 
~1 0 
L=2 0 
-------'=B I GX=ABSF(X[~ C 
___ _::DO 25 J=3 IN c 
JMl=J-1 C 
__ ______:D025I=11 JM1 C 
1-F(BIGX..:ABSF(X(l<J))) 23,25,25 C 
23 BLGX=ABSF (X_( I, J) l C 
~I -._ C 
---=L=J C 
25 CONTINUE C 
--~IL(_l3_1(i_X-Q.00001) 76, 76. 27 c 
C COMPUTE ROTATION C 
-----£Z_~!?A~~~(~;~i~~~L/((ABSF(DEL*DEL+4.*X(K,L)*X(K,L)))**.5))))**·5 ~ 
___ l_fj_J_Q].::A} 3 0 I 3 0 ,_19- ( 
29 B=-A c 
~--A=SQRT_E{1.-B*eJ < 
GO TO 32 C 
---_3Q___B=-SQRTFJJ__._".::'A_*_AJ C 
32 IF(DEL/X(K,L))33,60,60 C 
- 3.3_8_::_-B - C 
C ORTHOGONAL ROTATION OF MATRIX c 
-----60_D065J~1,N_ ( 
IF ( K-J) 61 , 65, 61 
_,___61_1 F ( L-J) 62, 65_,_62,_____ _ __,,.------------------ 
. 62 X(K,J)=A*X(J,K)-B*X(J,L) 
, X (L ,) t=B*X (_.)__,__~) +A*X .( J_a...;L~----------------- 
1~ 65 CONT I NU E 
10 
~ __ OOZOJ=l ,_N __:. _ 
X(J, K)=X(K,J) : x( J, L)~x (L.,__JJ _ 
, 70 CONTINUE - 
D=X(K K)+X{_L,tJ - 
J : ----X ( K, Kj =A* A*( X-( K ,~K----) __,+B::-o*--=B-:-*-::--:-X n L , ;-L~)---;2;;:-.-::;:*-.-:A *:;:-;B:;-:;:*:.-..Xc-(r -;;-K,-;-L-r)---------- 
,1 X(l, L)=D-X K,_KJ 
X(L, K)=O. 
'X(K.1)=0. 
c 
3 
-25- 
---...C.____~EN.TER OTATION IN EIGENVECTOR MATRIX 
DOISJ= 1,Jt 
F 1-E( JI NJ 
---EfJ--;K) = A'Rf1~*T(J,L) 
75 E(J,L) = B*Fl+A*E(J,L) 
-----'-1rfrTER~-S-QP-)7-;-90-;9c,..---.----------------- 
90 I TER=O ----Go-To--7·-------------------------- 
76 BIGR=0.00004 --'----NMl;.N~-1 ---------------------- 
00861 =1, NMI ----rpT,;-1+·.------------------------ 
D086J=l Pl N -1--1 F ( X (l~) j tr» , 
77 DEL=X(l,1 )-X(J,J) 
--~ROT;;; -ABS-F ( x-(l-~-:f)7U-ITJ 
IF(ROT-BIGR)86,86,78 
--~78--BTGR-;,ROT ---------------------- 
K= 1 ---l=J _ 
86 CONTINUE I 
------' I F ( BTGR-0. ooocr51-a7-;-87, 
87 RETURN __ __:__ENDr-------------------------- 
SUBROUTINE CNMR2(STEP) 
---COMMON-f{U-C[El-;-[C-OUNT-;RT-;R--z-;-t~rGf16), CW,6)--;irro,6T-;-£VAL(O)-;-EvEcfo,6} 
1,KORDER,NORDER,LINE,NEGA,FR1,FR2,FREQ(56),AMP(56),FMULT{6,6) 
-.--MODF (N r;ff2-)=tl1:;(N 1 /N2r*N2 - -"---- 
_.L_s.::_,o 15 -N 9= 2 **NUCLEI 50fbT1= r------------------------ 
---5017 Jl= 1 
5618-DO -17-1 = l,N9 
--,-8-b6 c~ ~§i j~;--~,~~~+ 1 > 11, 18 ~ 1--'-7-------=----------- 
1 F (NEG ( J)-N EGA) 19,25, 19 
25-K2= 'o 
DO 6 N=l, NUCLEI 
---1 F ( ( 2*MO OF ( ( ( y-:.-1172--1<-tC( NU CTI 1-N )-r,21-::;i1*(TKMO OF ( ( ( J-1 )72** 
l(NUCLEl-N)),2)-1 )8,8,6 --~g---K2= - K2+1-- -------- ------------------ 
6 CONT I NUE 
---'-_:;1 F---TK2::·11-r2,TI-;r2 
__ 1_1 FMUL T ( 11,_J 1) = 1. 0.-------------~----- 
GO TO 13 
__ 12_FMUL T ( 1 _1JJJJ= 0--'._0 _ 
13 Jl=J1+1 
19 CONT I NUE ---'-'·-sr;-1 =----------------------- 
1 1= I 1+ 1 ·17-CONT I NUE _ 
DO 5_._1=1_,_KO_RDER:__ _ 
DO 5 J=l,NORDER 
SUM=O.O 
12 ---D0---·241·3=1-;-KO_R_D R 
11 
_ DO 24 J3= 1, NOR DE~_ _ - 
10 -24-SUM=SUM+EVEC(l3, l)*D{J3-;J)*FMULT(l3-;JJ) 
s SUMSQ=SUM*SUM 
8 DEIGEN=EVAL(l)--C(J,J) 
? LINE=LINE+l 
6 5002 1 F cs ENS c··swrr-cJlt)-r~-;-rz.-5 
...Is __ 144 PUNCH 14,LINE,DEIG_EN,SUMSQ _ 
4 -145 IF (SUMSQ-STEP ) 5, 27, 27 
3.._ 27 IF(DEIGEN-FR1)5 26 26 _ ------------------- 
~ 26 IF(DEIGEN-FR2)2S,2S,5 
oc 
-26- 
28 LCOUNT=LCOUNT+1 
--5----'oo-OrH-EQ rt CO-ONT)= 0-Ell N 
5001 AMP(LCOUNT)=SUMSQ ~----5-CONTTNUI ::.._____ _ 
14 FORMAT(IS,6H FREQ=,F10.3,5H INT=,F8.3) ---'-----RETURN- ---=-"-"---~~-.:.------------ 
END ------ 
SUBROUTINE CNMR3(PLET, STEP) 
co MMC N--f'.flJCL ET-;-rc-OffNT-;-Rl,R2~N E G (T6,,-C(0;61 , D ( 6, of(EV AL ( 6) , EVE c { b,b-} 
--~1 ,_~01R_DER, NORDER, LI NE, N_E_GA, FR 1, FR2, FREQ{56), AMP(56J, FMULT Ci_,_6), _ 
202 N= · 
K = LCOUNT 
106-FB I G= FREQ(N) FSMA= FREQ(N) ---AB I G;;-AMP(N)·~---------------------- 
ASMA=AMP (N) ---Nffl G=N_:_:_;___:~---------------------- 
NSMA=N -DO-- 267-l=_N_K _ 
IF (FREQ{1)~FBIG) 208,208 209 
--20-9-FBTG= -FREQTI) 
ABIG= AMP(~l~)----'-------------------- ---NBTG;,,, I 
GO TO 207 
2 08_1 _F_( WSMA---;:--FR EQm ) 2 0 7, 21- 3, 213 
213 FSMA= FREQ(!) -- A AMP-CO:__L_ _ 
-'---~NSMA= I~ _.,._ ~ 
207 tbl.JTTNUE - 
FIRST= FREQ(N) ---~AF-fRS-T = A-MP{N)·-------------------- 
FLAST = FREQ( K) ~--------- 
---AFLAST-=-AMP CK) --~~~~~ ~-~~ ~r> == 1rt~i-+=--------------..-------r------ 
FR EQ {NS MAL_= _f_l_8_ST:_______ _ 
AMP(NSMA) = AFIRST 
___ F:_REQ(Nt=:= _ f_SMA _ 
AMP(N)= ASMA 
___ -,-FR ~Q { IQ _ :: _ _f__?_I G:__ _ 
AMP{K)= ABIG 
___ IF (N-NBIG) _31_0,_32~1:_;:0,__ _ 
320 IF (K-NSMA) 330,340,330 
-~33-0_FR EQ(NSMA)_ = _F"_L~ST. _ 
AMP(NSMA) = AFLAST 
GO TO 340 
--31_o_f_F_(K-NSHA)3]fo, 350, 340 
_35o_FR EQ(NB I G) _::_ __ FIRST _ 
AMP(NBIG) = AFIRST 
-. 3_40_N=N+ 1 
K= K-1 
-~---'-IF{K-N_}_1_QJ_J_Qb_2~0~6'-------------------- 
ta 302 K= 1 
11 L= 1 
. 10 DO 236 l~f;Lc6UNT - 
9 IF ( 1-K) __ 236, 237__,_Z3__8=--- ---------------- 
a 237 K= K+1 
• 7 IF ( K-LCOUNJJ __ 8Q.L__8_9J_JOO 
: G 801 DELTA---,;--FREQ(K) - FREQ(D:--- -------------- 
vs IF (DELTA) 238,239,600 
4 ----60-0-IF (DELTA - PLET ) 239,2"'"3 ...9:--,3..-:0;:-:;0=----------------- 
::i __ 300_ FREQ(L)= FREQ( I) _ _ __:_ _ 
-27- 
--- ~. 
AMP ( L) = AMP ( I ) --~L= L+1 -----------~----------~ 
· GO TO 236 
2;-9-AMP-rrr;--ARP-n) + At'fP- 
GO TO 237:.-.--rr-.-----~------~--~-~--~ -~23-g-·pRTNT-Tff , , , 
IF(l-K) 601,601, 1001 0()1-P-RTNf-60-2-;-or[TA-"-- --------"'------------ 
GO TO 1001 2j~CONllNUE _ 
L= L-1 
---PDNCl:tToo , 
LCOUNT= L ----PUNCH_2_1-;5----------------------- 
--f,-7~-eN~A 7 2+8~-F-~~8¥~~~MP~(~,-,---------------~-- 
J=o 
100 IR-ElffRN 
218 FORMAT(8X,F10.2,6X,F10.3) --2 rs-Fo RMAT C1 liX, 20HFFfEQ~_.::_;'-=--"- ~,~NT~E~N.,...../~) ----------- 
3o1 FORMAT(14H IL~L TROUBLE 313) 
--6(f2-FORMA IC9H-DEL TA = -FTO.H)--=--"-"--------------- 
1004 FORMAT(21HREDUCED SET CONTAINS 14,7H LINES I) 
END 
_$ EOJ 
I . 
c 
12 
lt ~-----------------------------~ 
. to 
9 
:a 
' ..... 1 !> 
-28- 
I 
--1,;C,___ WJLLLAMS-MO-DJ-F-1-CALl-QN--OLEREQJJJLJ_V-=--- ----------- 
. C FREQ I NT IV , 
D-1-MENS LnN-SA(J_6-)_,_5-W_(.16-):-t_L$0_(_4) · 
DIMENSION NEG(16), C(6,6J, D(6,6), EVAL(6), EVEC(6,6), FREQ(56), 
---'-1 AMP--~5&-)~-EMUL"L{-6-r£-)___W_(_4_)__,_A(_4_,_4_)c.-~----------- 
COMMO N NU CLE I, LCOUNT, R 1, R2, NEG, C, D, EVAL, EVEC, KORDER, 
___ lNORDER,-LINE,--NEGA,-ERJ_, __ ER2-,_EREQ,_AMP-,_EMULt . 
/ COMMON SW, ISO, KOUNT, FLAG 
____ COMMON_W,-A,-K--·---·---- -------------- 
MODF (N 1, N2)=N1-(N1 /N2)*N2 
___ _vDUM~_$.QRL(J )·-----------------"------- 
DUM3 = ABS ( 1) 
---5:-CALL-1 NPUl 
CALL D033 1 
____ ,N4= _ L *"' _NUCLE-1---.--------"-------'------ 
EVAL ( 1) =0~5*SW(N4)+0.25*SA(N4) 
___ -..!..V-EC-(J_,.J_)-=-1_.,._..,_---'. ~-------'---------- 
KORD ER= 1 ____ NNEG= ], ~ 
Nl= N4-1 
----N7==-N l~_l 
DO 59 K=l, NUCMI 
____ _.._F-1..JLAG= 0,_.._u- ---------------------- 
KOUNT= 0 ____ Ll=_t. _ 
Jl= 2 
____ CALL_D051- ----------------~-------- 
CALL CHUNK 
___ --\,,C.ALL_MAIRJ-A- -----------_;_----'------ 
CALL CHUNK2 
-5-0J__Q_N EGA:;K_ 
CALL CNMR2 (STEP) 
___ DO .toos KJ:=J_,_NORD ..... -'<-- ------------------ 
EVAL( KJ )=C( KJ, KJ) 
___ _....Do-10_06_J<.t.;:_l,1'JOB.It.ER~------------------ 
1006 EVEC(KJ, Kl )=D(KJ, Kl) ____ KORDER=NORDEIL _ 
59 NNEG=NNEG+1 
____ C( 1, 1 )=O.S"'SW_(J)±Q.25!-S_A.Ci.1---------,----------- 
D( l, 1)=1. 0 
_____ NORDERP-1------------------------ 
NEGA=NUCLEI ____ CALL_ CNMR2 __ (S_T_E_e_), _ 
CALL OUTPUT 
-~--CALL CNMR3_(f>_LEI, 
PUNCH 83 
-----1--PR LNI-121.------=---------.:..----------- 
1:? 121 FORMAT (9HCOMPLETED) 
11 
I GO _TO _5 
0 82 FORMAT ( 1 X) 
· 
9 _83 __ FORMAT__ ( 9HABCDEEGHL)'----------·----------- 
a END 
., ___..,SU BROULLN LJ_N~U: 
G. . DIMENSION !S0(4)~,~W~(4~)-,~A~(74~,4~)-,~S~A~(7l6~)-.-S~W~(~16~)~,~NE-G~(-16~)~~~~ 
,$ COMMON NU CLE I , __ FRl,_,_ER2_,_LSQ_, _ _w,_A, __ s_w ,_SA,_N EG_,__ LCOUNT__, __ L IN E __ 
4 COMMON K 
CJ3 ----READ 2000 __ 
2000 FORMAT(40H 
A ,,.,,., ,.., r-n1 C'O? C::Tl='P' 
( 
I . 
---- ) 
Pl l='T Arrl='PT 
1 r v" nM 1 \ , , v , ~ , ...... .,, , • . _ • _ • 
READ---l-000-,-(-l-SO--{-K-)-,-K-l-,-NU-CL-E+-~':1- """ _ 
1000 FORMAT ( 411} READ-2-t_(Ji(K)-K;;_l~lJU...._.CI_... E___,_1-l .,.-- ____: 
2 FORMAT{4F10.4) - ___ __,NU_CMJ_s_NUCL..__._-__._ -"'- _, 
DO 4 I= 1, NUCM I 
___ __._pp 1 - I±--'--;-------;:----------~--------------· 
4 READ 2, (A(l,J), J=IPP1,NUCLEI) 
--~14~9<--J--LC.QUHTuill---------------,------------ 
LINE=O ___ __.S>LLA_(_l}--=;;---U.-<._,..,_ _ 
SA(2)= OoO ____ NEG_(J )--==__,_ _;o_,_ _ 
I NEG(2}= 0 
___ _,SWLtL~C.~-------------------- 
SW(2)= W(1) 
~--~~Eru~ll-1..-----------------------~ 
END 
____ SU_BR_OUllN.___E____,0~0~3~3-:----::-~-~-:--~--o--~-~~------- 
D l MENS I ON SW(16), NEG(16), W(4), SA(16), A(4,4) 
------"CQt1t10JLJiU_C_LE_L,_s_\'L_N_EJi,_ A _ ,_ _ 
MODF(N1,N2)=N1-(N1/N2)*N2 
____ ,ruL.33 N=~,.lUJ~..._._ ,--------------- 
N3= 2** (N-1) 
---~DJ)_33 J=l~N3'----------------------- 
I= N3-J+1 
112= 2* 
r 
IT2M1= IT2-1 
~--~S~Ul2)= S\i(JJ±W~(N~>:-:- --~-----------~ 
SW( IT2M0= SWw-W(N) 
---"---------'-'N_EG_{Jl2)~ N_~G- I ~----------------- - 
NEG( IT2M1T= NEG( I )+1 
~--~COUJ= Q.O"-- ----------~-=----------- 
NM1= N-1 
OQ_31 M=l ~NM1 -----'y =2*MO DF ( ( ( l-'-::1.-)-:-:/ 2 :--:*-=-*.-( N---:-M-:---::--'1)"")-,-:::-2..--)-~1-------'----....-------- 
---31 CQUP=CO_Up+Y*A(t1,1!)~=----------~-------- 
SA(IT2)= SA(I) +COUP. 
__ -L--33_SA( IT2t10= _SA_{_IJ_-_C"-"0--=-U_,_P _ 
RETURN 
___ _,ENP=--- ----------------------- 
SUBROUTINE 0057 
---~DI MENS ION NEG( 16l_.___l_S_Q_(4). S_~_{_l-2)_, SW( 16), C(~~~(4,4)'--- 
COMMON NEG, I SO, KOUNT, NORDER, FLAG, C . 
____ MO DF ( N 1_,_N2) _::_NJ_::_(tilLN 2} *N=2=--- ---------------- 
DO 57 1=2,N7 
____ LE_(NE_G_lU-t:U~EG)_ilJB_,_5 . -1---------~------ 
38 !Pl= 1+1 
____ DO 54 J=IPl,Nl --------- ------~~---~ 
IF(NEG(l)-NEG(J)) 54,39,54 
__ 39 _ _INVER= __ O _ _ 
DO 50 N=l,NUCLEI . 
___ _,K 1:=_1~-(~0 DE CCU~ 2** (NU CLE 1-N) )_,_l_)-1 ) * ~QQE.(L( J-1 ) /.2.__**-- 
1 <! 1(NUCLEl-N)),2)-1) 
11 1F (KO 50,so,41 · · _ 
10 41 INVER= I NVER+K1 
9 IF (INVER-2) 50,44,43, _ 
a 43 IF (INVER-4) 50,46,50 
' 4UA=-_N_ 
~ GO TO 50 
5 46 MB= N _ 
4 50 CONTINUE 
(./ IF (INVER-4L52,51 52 _ 
~1 IF(ISO(MA)-ISO(MB)J 52,1051,52 
1 .... t: 1 r: f t 1 . 11) = n . c; *A { MA • MB ) 
GO TO 53 
____ 52_C( 11, Jl)= OoO _ 
53 KOU NT= KOU NT+ 1
____ Jl= Jl+J 
J2= J 
___ 54_CONT LNU E 
C( 11, 11 )= Oo5*SW( I )+Oo25*SA( I) 
--2022_\ JKL=O _ 
IF (FLAG) 56,55,56 
---'55 _NORO ER=_KOUNt±l _ 
FLAG= 1o0 
___ 56-JJ_:::::_Ll± '------------------------ 
J 1= 11+1 
_ _ 57 __ CONT I NUE 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE CHUNK ____ o 1MENSJON __ SW(J6J_,_SA(J_6J_,_c_(6_,6J 
COMMON SW, SA, NORDER,C C, TEST TRACE 
__________ C( 11, 11 )= 0.5i<SW(J2).:t0.25:1~SA(J2~---------- 
2023 IJKL=l 
___ 94_00_ J41 _L=1,NORDER.-----o-- --------------- 
DO 141 J=l,NOROER 
--1-4J_C ( J_, L)=C {_L,_J >--------------------- 
ORDER=NORDER 
- TRACE=O. 0 _ 
DO 1002 KJ=l,NORDER 
--1-002-TRACE=TRAC E+ ( KJ, KJ ) _ 
TRACE=TRACE/ORDER 
--- I oo __ LooJ __ KJ=J_,NORO_E ... \.-- ------------------ 
1003 C(KJ,KJ)=C(KJ,KJ)-TRACE 
____ TEST=o .. o ---- -~-------------- - -- 
DO 200 Kj=l,NORDER 
00_200 Kl=l,NORDER 
200 TEST=TEST+C(KJ, Kl )*C(KJ, Kl) 
----RETURN------- ----------------- 
END -- SUBROUTINE CNMR2(STEP)__ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ 
DIMENSION NEG(16), C(6,6), 0(6,6), EVAL(6), EVEC(6,6), FREQ(56), 
______ 1AMP(56), FMULT(6,6) - _ ---- ---------- . _ _ _ __ 
COMMON NUCLEl,LCOUNT, Rl, R2, NEG, C, D, EVAL, EVEC, KORDER, 
___ _._NORD ER.,--L 1-N L, __ NEGA,-ER.L, ER 2, ER.EQ__li.Me_,_£MU_..._._ _ 
MODF(Nl,N2)=N1-(N1/N2)*N2 
---5015--N9=27(*NUCLEJ ---------------- _ 
5016 11= 1 
--5017 _J l=_J --- -- -- ------ ---------------- 
5018 DO 1 7 I= 1 , N 9 
-----1 F-( NEG (-1 )!""N EGA,,j-.l)-L7-,--UJ-.,--Ll---------------- 
18D019 J=1,N9 
--1 F {NEG ( J )~N EGA)_t9,_25 ,~.;;1---------------- 
25 K2= 0 ____ oo 6 -N=l,NUCLEL-- !__ --- 
JF((2*MODF(((l-1)/2**(NUCLEl-N)),2)-1)*(2*MODF(((J-1)/2** 
---1--(NUCLE-l!""N)-),-2-)d))-&,-8_,..u---------------- 
12 8 K2= K2+ 1
•1 6-CONTINUL--- 
1 ° I F ( K2-1 ) 1 2, 11 , 1 2 
9 1--1-FMULT( 11,Jl)_:::_J .Q, _ 
B GO TO 13 
7 1-2-FMULT-( IJ__,_JJ_)_;:::_Q_.,_0------------------- 
6 13 J1:::J1+1 
s ---1-9-CONT-1 NUE ----------------------- 
4 J 1= 1 
3 1-1=---IJ::r 1----------------------· 
17 CONTINUE 
- • «i '·"""nnLD 
-30- 
---·----~-- -- -- 
- --- -- 
------------- - - - - 
LIV ";,;} .., ...... , nv""" L..H ' -31- 
----SYM=QuO-------"----\:\_·------------- 
DO 24 13=1,KORDER 
----D0-2-4-J-3=-~-N.oRD-EH-------- ----~--------- 
2 4 SUM= SUM+ EV EC { I 3 , I ) * D ( J 3 , J ) *F MU LT { 13 , J 3 ) 
----SUMSQ-SUMKSUM------·---------------- 
DEIGEN=EVAL{ I )-C J,J) 
----11..INE-b-l-NE4-1---------------------- 
5002 IF{SENSE SWITCH 2)144,145 
_ _..144-PUN CH---14, L 1-N E-,-D.E-1-GEN-,-SUMS.Q,------------------- 
145 IF (SUMSQ-STEP ) 5,27,27 
---'2-f-1-F-{-O E-1-GEN-F-R-1-)-5-,-2.6-,- . t.A>- ---------------- 
26 IF(OEIGEN-FR2)28,28,5 
---28-LCOUNT=LCOUNT+-1--------------------- 
5000 FREQ(LCOUNT)=OEIGEN 
-~· 7001-AMP { LCOUNT-) =SUMSQ-----------,.----------- 
5 CONTINUE 
---l4-F--ORMAT-{-l-S,6H--f-R-EQ=rf:-l-O,,....~~.;>--l- --------- 
R ETURN 
----ENO-------------------------- 
SUBROUTINE MATRIX 
---.-0-1 MEN S-1 0 N-NE G {-1-6J.,-X-{-6..,-6.)-,-E.(-6..,_6J.,_E.\lAL{-6-)-.--£VR(-6_,..6.)_,_EREQ (5 6J __ 
1AMP{56), FMULT{6,6) · 
-----b· OMMON--NU.Cl.E-l-,-l-COUN!-,-R-~LG.~V.AL, EV EC, KORD.ER ....... , __ 
1NOROER, LINE, NEGA, FRl, FR2, FREQ, AMP, FMULT, W, A 
----EQU 1-VAL-ENC.E-{-NOR!lERrNJ----------------- 
NSQP=3*N*N/2 
----ITER=O------------------------- 
C ENTER E MATRIX 
-----100-1-0-l-=-1-,-N------------'------------ 
D010J= 1,N 
---1-0-E{-l-,J-).=0.. u----------- -_:__ _ 
· DO 12K= 1, N 
---1-2-E( K,-K)=-1..-- ---------------------- 
C FIND LARGEST OFF-DIAGONAL ELEMENT 
---~?~l+ER=-l~~R+-1-- --------------~-----~ 
K=l 
L=2-------------------------~ 
BIGX=ABSF{X{2, 1)) 
----D0-25-J=3,-N----------------------- 
JM1=J-1 
----002-5-1-=-1,JM.+----· ------------------ 
1 F (BI GX-ABSF(X{ It J))) 23,25,25 
---2-3-B I GX=ABSF-{X (-1-,-J-)-J·-------------------- 
K= I 
----L=J --------------~---------- 
25 CONTINUE 
---.----1 F'.-{B-1GX-0-.-00~~"T',2'-l7f----------------- 
C COMPUTE ROTATION· 
---2-7-DEL=X{K,K)-X{l-,-L-) . _ . 
Z=SQRT(ABS{.5*{1.+DEL/{SQRT(ABS(DEL*DEL+4.*X(K,L)*X{K,L))))))) 
---- IF{.707-Z)30,30,-29------ 
29 B=-Z 
----Z=SQR-T-F-(-1-o-B*B-)-------------------- 
• 
1' GO TO 32 
;, 30- B=-SQRTF ( 1 .-Z*Z) 
10 32 IF(DEL/X(K,L))33,60,60 
9 ---33-B=-B ·-··- ·--------------~---~ 
6 C ORTHOGONAL ROTATION OF MATRIX 
' -~-6o-D065J=-1 ,-N 
_,:. !F(K-J)61,65,61 
---61 IF(L-J)62,65,62 ---·--------------- 
4 62 X(K,J)=Z*X(J,K)-B*X(J,L) 
r 3 ---- X ( L, J) =B"'~X ( J, K)+z·kX ( J., L)--. 
v 65 CONTINUE 
nf"l"7" L.1 ~t 
\ 
, = ' "'"" .5. ----X-f-.J,t-)-=X- ~-) -jc.- 
70 CONTINUE 
----D-X+K- -KJ+-X-(-b,L---} -----·--------------- 
X ( K, Kj=z*Z*X ( K K)+B*B*X(L,L)-2.*Z*B*X(K,L) 
----X-(-1=,l:-)-=D--X-{-K-,K-~-------------------- 
X ( L, K)=Oo 
----X-(-K-,-L)=Ooo --------------------- c ENTER ROTATION IN EIGENVECTOR MATRIX 
----D0-]5J=-1-;N------·----'-- -------------- 
F 1 = E ( J, K) 
----E-(-d,-K-)--=--1*-F-l--B*-E-{-J-,b-:t------------------ 
75 E(J,L) = B*Fl+Z*E(J,L) 
----1 F ( 1 T-ER-NSQP-)-7T.JG,9v------------------ 
/ 90 ITER=O 
---'-----GO--T0-7--------------'--- 
76 BIGR=0.00004 
----·NMl-=-N-1 ' r 
D0861=1,NMI 
----t-Pl=l+11----------------------- 
D086J=IPI N 
-----1-F-(X (-t,-J)~-~-Th-86,-7 r----------------- 
77 DEL=X(l,l}-X(J,J) 
----RO-T-=-A-BSF-(-X-(-t-,J-)-/-9-B::.-;1------------------ 
l F (ROT-BI GR) 86, 86, 78 
i$-B I GR=ROT ·--------------------- 
K= I 
----t=j----------~-------------- 
86 CONT I NU E 
----l-F-fB+GR-Eh-OOBB5-)-·o-87r-.,~8.,,..7-;--:, 2it-i]r----------------- 
87 RETURN 
-----END . ----------------------- 
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT 
----DI MENS I ON-W (-4 )-, A (-4,4}·-------"---...___---------- 
COMMON W, A 
-----0uNeH-2-0001---------------------- 
·2000 FORMAT ( 40H ) 
----1 F (3-NUCLE-t-)3001,-3-00t,3-06-1---------------- 
3001 PUNCH 3003 
-~003-FORMAT(SOH--W(-t-) , A-(+,-2-) A-{-1,3-)--A-(-1-,4)1- -)- 
PUNCH 3004,W(l),A(l,2),A(l,3),A(l,4) 
300-4-FORMAT--(-F-1-0.2-,-:3F-l-2-o~r------------------ 
PUNCH 3005 · 
3005-FORMAT(35H W(-2) ' A(-2-,3-)1-- -A{2,4)1- ---).1---- 
PUNCH 3004,W(2),A(2,3),A(2,4) 
PUNCH--3006- 
PUNCH 3004,W(3),A(3t4) 
3006-FORMAT-(·22H W(-3-1·---A-(3 ,4) 
PUNCH 3007,W(4) 
---3007-FORMAT- ( 9H Wf4)/-F-1-e.-L.;r--- -------------- 
GO TO 3010 
3002-PUNCH-3011 
3011 FORMAT(34H W(l) . A(l,2) A(l,3) ) 
12 
----PUN CH-3 004,W-{--1-),-A-(-l-;-2-},Af-1,-3 r-------------- 
, 1 PUNCH 3012 · 
,0 ----PUNCH-3004;W(-2), A (2t3 )·----------------- 
9 3012 FORMAT (22H W(2J A(2,3) ) 
_,e -----PUNCH-3013,W(3) --------------------- 
7 3013 FORMAT (9H W(3) /Fl0.2) 
6 --3-Cfro-PUNCH-82:---------~------------- 
r 
5- 
82 FORMAT ( 1 X) 
'""4 --RETURN - - --· 
3 
END C ----SU BR OUT IN E- CNMR-3 ( P-1.;;E-T, S-T EP-) _ 
DIMENSION NEG(16), C(6,6), 0(6,6), EVAL(6), EVEC(6,6), FREQ(56), 
1 M1P (5'6) FMUL T {61 6 \ 
10 
. ..--.-.·~~,-. . -~,.-----..-~-----------~-~---- 
COMMON NUCLEl,LCOUNT, R1, R2, NEG, C, D, EVAL, 
-----1 NOR-O-ER, L t~i:;-N-E-G~--R-t-;-FR-2-,-FAf-Q-;-AMP-,-F-Mt:J-C-1--------- 
202 N=l 
~eetHtT -33- li 
206 FBIG= FREQ(N} 
----r-sMA= PREQttt--r--------------------- 
AB I G=AMP (N} 
----ASMA=AMP--(N-r-- -------------------- 
NB I G=N 
----NSMA=N1-----------,-----,------------~ 
DO 207 l=N K . 
----f-r-trR£(t(:l~Fi3 I G) 2e8, 208, 209 
209 FBIG= FREQ(I} 
----As-i-G= AMP-(-1)1--------------------- 
NB I G= I 
-~--Gol<l~Q1-?-· ---~------------------ 
208 IF (FSMA - FREQ(I)) 207,213,213 
--zurSMA= PRt:Qt-t-),--------------------- 
ASMA= AMP (I) 
----NSMA= I------------------------ 
207 CONTINUE . 
----FlRSi = rRE~ttt-r-------------------- 
AF I RST = AMP(N 
___ _..._LAST= rRE~(-K:r------,--------------- 
AF LAST = AMP ( K) 
----FREQ (t·.rn-1-(l-)-=--FtA-S:-t-- ----------------- 
AMP (NB I G) ·= AFLAST 
----FREQ(NSMA-) =-P-1-Rs-1=--------------------- 
AMP { NSMA) = AFIRST 
----FREQ(-w)=-rsMA·--------------------- 
AMP (N)= ASMA 
----FREQ(K)=-FB-1 G:---------------------- 
AMP( K)= ABIG 
----1F-(N-NB I G)-3+0-,J2-e-,3+of------------,--------- 
320 IF (K-NSMA) 330,340,330 --- 
---JJUrRt:Q{NSMA) = rl:-A-S-"f'--- ---------------- 
AMP { NSMA) = AFLAST 
-----Go-ro-340~----------------------- 
310 IF (K-NSMA) 340,350,340 
--'350-FREQ (NB I G)-=-F-t RST------------------- 
AMP (NB I G) = AFIRST 
341JN:N+-1 
K= K-1 · 
----1 F ( K-N) 3 02-,302,-20t-.- ----------------- 
302 K= 1 
L::-l 
DO 236 1=1,LCOUNT 
----rrc-1---tt)--n6-;L"3!;2-3~8----------------- 
237 K= K+1 
----1 r( K•tCOUNT)-801,-801--;-3-00 . 
801 DELTA= FREQ(K) - FREQ(!) 
--- ------, F--(DELTA) 238,-239,-600----- 
600 IF (DELTA - PLET) 239,239,300 
-- -oOrRt:Q ( c)::FR EQ (-1-)i------------------- 
:~ 3 AMP(L)= AMP( I) 
L= L+1-:---- --,_-------------------- 
GO TO 236 . , 
23 9 -AMP ( I } = AMP ( I )--+-AMP ( K)1-_ --------------- 
GO TO 237 
2.38PRTNl301-;t, , 
IF(l-K) 601,601, 1001 
-601 PRINT 602,DELTA------- ------- - ------ - 
GO TO 1001 . 
236 CONTINUE 
L= L-1 -·. .. - ..... t • 
EVEC, KORDER, 
. r 
9 
. 8 
7 -----, 
6 
s 
4 
3 a- 
-34- 
t'UNl.H IUlJ'f,L. 
LCOUNT= L 1 
--~ob0~-~7r!1, LCOUNT ' 
--2,_._1"1-7 -!-'PUN CH-2-1-8,FR-E-<H-l-),A-MP-(-1-)-----------------· 
J=O 
1001 R-E-TtJR . 
218 FORMAT(8X,F10.2,6X,F10.3) 
--'2-15-FORMAT-(-14X,-2-0HFREQ ·I WF-ENT--)---~-------- 
301 FORMAT(14H l,K,L TROUBLE 313) 
--,6o-2-FORMAT(-9H -OE13-A-=--F-l0.-8-)- -------~--------· 
1004 FORMAT(21HREDUCED SET CONTAINS 14,7H LINES 
----END·---------,------------------~ 
SUBROUTINE CHUNK2 
----DI MENS ION-C-(6, 6)------------------- 
/ COMMON NORDER, C, ACCEPT, TRACE, K 
----SUM=--0..--0------------------------- 
DO 204 K6=1,NORDER . 
20~SUM~UM~frf~~f~~~.~K~6~--------------- 
143 Y=ABSF((TEST-SUMJ/SUM) 
----1 F(ACCEPT-Y )205-,-1004--,- 1004 
205 PRINT 211,Y,ACCEPT 
--11-004-DO-l 005-K-.J=-l-, NORD ER 
1005 C(KJ,KJ)=C(KJ,KJ)+TRACE 
----1RE-T-URN1------------------------- 
211 FORMAT(27H RELATIVE ERROR OF EIGENSQ E11.4/ 
---l-27HEXCEEDS-ACfrEPT-ABl::-E--ERROR-eF---,E-1-1--.4}------------ 
END 
EOJ--------------------------- 
I ) 
$ 
'fl-+ L2 = 100 
42.8 + L2 = 100 
L2 = 57.2 
L = 7.6 
N = J + J1 = 10 
L = J - J1 = 7.6 
M = JA - JB =. -6.6 
K = - M = + 6.6 
J = 8~8 cps 
I 
1.2 cps J = 
J = O cps A 
J = 6.6 cps B 
v 8 = 19.6 cps 
0 
-36- 
v l' = 4 79. 3 cps 
vB'O = 459.7 cps 
Method by Dischler and Englert·(5) 
Dimethyl Sulfoxide Solvent 
a. 16 cps 
b. 6.4 cps 
/ . 
c. 19 cps 
a. 12.5 cps 
e. 9 cps 
f. 2•5 cps 
g. 20 cps 
h. 12.5 cps 
1. 9 .. 8 cps 
j .. 2.5 cps 
k. 16 cps 
l. 6.o cps 
-37- 
v 8 = f'4ib = 8 16':4 = 20.2 0 
N =a - b 
1 - K = - (2k - 2t + g - h + i - j) - N 2 
L = + V ~ [ (c - e)2 + (d - f)2] - ~ 
N = 16 - 6.4 = 9.6 
K-= ! (32 - 12 + 20 - 12.5 + 9.8 - 2.5) - 9.6 2 
~ (61.8 - 27.0) - 9.6 
34•8 6 4 6 8 = 9. = 17. - 9. = 7. 2 
M = (19)(9) - (12.5)(2.5) = 171 - 31.3 = 139.7 = 6.9 
20.2 20.2 20.2 
1/2 
- M2) 
L = V'2:4 = 1.55 
M= 6•9 
N = 9.6 
K= 7.8 
L = 1.55 
J= 1 - (N + L) = 5.4 cps 2 . 
J' 1 = - (N - L) = 4.0 cps 2 
1 
JA = - (K - M) = 0.5 cps 2 
1 
JB = 2 (K + M) = 7.9 cps 
v 0 = (va - vb)= 20.2 cps 0 
v 8 = 480.2 cps a 
vb8 = 460 cps 
/ ' 
. ' 
-38- 
-39- 
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